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Dairy Pay-Out $5.80 – When? 

Many of our dairy industry clients are wondering where the milk pay-out price is heading.  To try to give an informed view, we 

have gone back over the last 29 years and converted the total Fonterra pay-out (including dividends since 2003) into current 

dollar terms for each of those years.  The results are set out in the table on the next page and show an interesting level of 

consistency.   

The highest pay-out in current day dollar terms was in 2008.  The $7.66 pay-out that year equates to $8.70 in current dollar 

terms.  Interestingly the lowest pay-out was back in 1991 when the $2.42 pay-out that year equated to $3.96 in current day 

dollar terms. 

The average inflation adjusted pay-out over the last 29 years works out at $5.84 in current day dollars. 

When looked at in graph form (see below), the pay-out has been remarkably consistent with the real inflation adjusted pay-out 

ranging between $5 and $6 in thirteen of the twenty nine years.  The seven years between 2008 and 2014 were a boom period 

that saw the pay-out averaging $7.31.  This was $1.47 above the overall twenty nine year average of $5.84. 

From these figures, we believe that it is likely the pay-out now heading back towards the long term average of $5.84.  The seven 

year period starting from 2014 is likely to balance the boom period over the previous seven years.  The low pay-outs in 2015 and 

2016 appear to be part of this trend. 

 

Inflation Adjusted Average Payout Over Last 29 Years - $5.84 

  
 



 

                Fonterra Payout History 
 
    Season                   Total Payment         Inflation Adjusted 
    Ended                  (incl. Dividends            Payout in June  
    31 May                  since 2003)                    2016 Dollars  
 
    1988                          2.34                  4.43  
    1989                          3.28                  5.94  
    1990                          3.59                  6.04  
    1991                          2.42                  3.96  
    1992                          3.34                  5.41  
    1993                          3.66                  5.86  
    1994                          3.32                  5.25  
    1995                          3.40                  5.15  
    1996                          3.99                  5.92  
    1997                          3.63                  5.33  
    1998                          3.42                  4.94  
    1999                          3.58                  5.19  
    2000                          3.78                  5.37  
    2001                          5.01                  6.89  
    2002                          5.35                  7.16  
    2003                          3.63                  4.79  
    2004                          4.25                  5.48  
    2005                          4.59                  5.75  
    2006                          4.10                  4.94  
    2007                          4.46                  5.27  
    2008                          7.66                  8.70  
    2009                          5.20                  5.80  
    2010                          6.37                  6.98  
    2011                          7.90                  8.23  
    2012                          6.40                  6.60  
    2013                          6.16                  6.31  
    2014                          8.50                  8.57  
    2015                          4.65                  4.67  
    2016                           4.30                  4.30  
 

   In Inflation Adjusted Current Day Dollars 
 
   Average Payout: 29 years               $5.84  
 
   Highest Payout: in year 2008  $8.70  
 
   Lowest Payout: in year 1991  $3.96 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Employees must be paid for all hours they work, and 

employers are required by law to keep proper time and 

wage records for all staff’ 

Loua Ward, Regional Manager 

Labour Inspectorate 

All employers need to know what the 

employment standards are and have good systems in 

place to meet them. It’s not enough to simply say ‘It 

doesn’t affect us. We’re not defrauding our 

employees.’ There are enough employers out there 

getting it wrong on holiday pay and minimum wage 

entitlements to make another look at your systems 

worth your while. Ask us if you’d like more detail. 

 

Enforcing employment standards 

It is taking time for the impact of this year’s employment law 

changes to sink in.  Parental leave and the demise of zero hours 

contracts received a lot of press.  Enforcing employment standards 

has had some coverage but always sounds a bit abstract in 

comparison.  Yet this is an area that seems to bite employers. 

The basic idea is to make sure employers pay at least minimum 

wage and give employees their proper holiday entitlements.  

Simple, right?  However, it’s exposed a dramatic number of cases 

where employers aren’t doing this.  The consequences can be grim. 

 

Penalties for serious breaches 

Where an employer has committed serious breaches of 

employment standards, the Employment Court can now order 

some very heavyweight penalties as well as compensation for 

affected employees.  

‘Pecuniary’ penalties may be up to $50,000 for individuals or, for 

a company, whichever is the greater of an amount up to 

$100,000 or three times whatever gain the company made from 

the breach. Compensation to affected employees is tied to the 

amount the employee lost or was likely to lose because of the 

breach.  

The employer may also face being banned from being an 

employer, an ‘officer of an employer’, or even involved in 

employing people. An ‘officer of an employer’ can be a director of 

a company, a partner in a partnership, or anyone in an influential 

senior role in a business. A banning order can be in place for up 

to ten years: a bit limiting, if you’re in business. 

The law explicitly prohibits insuring against penalties for 

breaching employment standards. It doesn’t say anything about 

insuring for the legal costs or compensating affected employees 

but it would be better not to be in the situation where you have 

to do this kind of breakdown. 

These more draconian sanctions are in addition to those already 

in the armoury of Labour Inspectors. 

 

 



 

 Tax Talk 

 

Provide GST registration details to remote vendors 
From 1 October 2016 non-resident businesses must charge and return GST where 

they meet the criteria to register for GST and they supply remote services (including 

online services) to New Zealand residents. As a New Zealand resident business, you 

won't be charged GST on these supplies, if: 

 you are GST-registered 

 the supplies are part of your taxable activity, and 

 you let the non-resident supplier know you're GST registered and provide your 
New Zealand GST registration number or business number 

Non-resident suppliers don't have to give you a tax invoice and you can't claim back 

any incorrectly charged GST in your GST return, except where the supplier treats 

your business as an individual customer and charges you GST by mistake. If that 

happens, you contact the supplier who either refunds the amount to you or issues a 

tax invoice for you to claim the refund on your GST return. You can only obtain a tax 

invoice when the supply is less than $1,000. So it’s just easier to let the supplier 

know upfront.  

  

Do you pay yourself 
from your business? 

Do you take regular cash drawings from your 

business profits to meet personal living 

costs? You need to be aware of how your 

personal drawings sit with your tax position. 

Sole traders 

Sole traders complete an IR3 tax return at 

the end of the year. Include all business 

income and expenses in your tax return. This 

includes drawings. They are not a deductible 

business expense. It’s much easier to track 

this if the cash drawings are taken like a 

regular salary or wage: weekly, fortnightly or 

monthly.  

Record your drawings for personal use in a 

cash book or with accounting software. 

Make sure you do your forward planning so 

there is enough money in the business to 

cover the bills after you take your drawings. 

Partnerships 

Partnerships are largely in the same position as sole 

traders: you can take regular drawings from the business 

profits. These are not deductible so don’t include them as a 

deductible expense in the end-of-year partnership return. 

The split of profits to the partners at the end of the year 

does not take into account any drawings taken from the 

profits. 

There is the option for a partner to be paid a salary or wage 

if there is a written contract of service and this might suit 

you and the business better. PAYE would be deducted from 

your salary or wage like a regular employee. You could then 

claim this salary or wage as a deductible expense in the 

partnership’s end-of-year return. 
 

Companies 

If your business entity is a company, you have more options. Shareholder-employees can: 

 draw money from the company periodically throughout the year. These drawings are recorded in the shareholder current 
account as a loan. At the end of the tax year, the company calculates a salary amount from the company profits and credits the 
current account with this amount. You must pay income tax on this, declared on your IR3 Individual income tax return. It is not 
a deductible expense for the company 

 be paid a regular salary, whether monthly, fortnightly or weekly. PAYE is deducted as for a regular employee provided you 
have an individual employment contract with the company. The company can claim this salary as a deductible expense in its 
end-of-year return 

 receive dividends from the company profits, after the tax on those profits has been paid 

The company can pay directors and management fees from its profits. These may be included as deductible expenses in the 

company’s end-of-year tax return.  

Whatever the business entity, as with other business records, you must keep records of all drawings, salary or wages for at least 

seven years. 



Tax changes for LTCs: watch this space  
Proposals to change the rules governing look-through companies (LTCs) and closely held companies are currently going through 

parliamentary hearings and consultations. If passed, the Taxation (Annual Rates for 2016–17, Closely Held Companies, and Remedial 

Matters) Bill is expected to take start taking effect from the 2017 tax year. 

The proposed changes are part of the moves to simplify tax, however there are some proposals which have a significant favourable 

effect. One such proposal is the removal of the loss limitation deduction in most cases (that is, where LTC losses are effectively 

limited to the amount the owner has at risk economically).  

Another proposal affects situations where companies are liquidated and distributions of capital gains are made to shareholders. 

Currently, distributions of tainted capital gains (arising through a transaction with an associated party) involved in the transaction 

giving rise to the capital gain, are taxable. The new proposal is to exclude genuine capital gains from this by only taxing those 

distributed capital gains where the purchaser is a company and the shareholders of the company disposing of the asset retain an 

interest in the asset of at least 85% after the disposal. 

If you would like more detail on how the proposals would affect your business, please contact us. 

Timely Reminders 
Note: these dates apply to those clients for whom we prepare tax returns. Different dates will apply for those clients for whom we 

don't prepare returns. Please ask us if you'd like more information. 

Tax Type Who / What When it’s due 

PAYE large employers return and payment 5 October  

7 November  (as 5th falls on a weekend) 

 

 large and small employers return and payment 20 October 

21 November (as 20th falls on a weekend) 

 

GST return and payment 28 October 

28 November 

 

FBT quarterly return and payment (if you pay it quarterly) 20 October 

 return and payment (if you pay it on an income year basis under 
the close company option) and you have an October balance date 

7 November 

Provisional and Terminal Tax 

I pay provisional tax… And my balance date is… So my provisional tax is due next… 

2 monthly 

(6 times a year) 

February, April, June, August, October or December 28 September AND 28 November 

January, March, May, July, September or November 28 October 

4 monthly 

(3 times a year) 

April, August or December 28 September 

January, May or September 28 October 

February, June or October 28 November 

6 monthly 

(twice a year) 

February or August 28 September 

March or September 28 October 

April or October 28 November 

Terminal tax October Terminal tax payment due 7 November 

  

Disclaimer 

This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has been 
written in general terms only.  The publication should not be 
relied upon to provide specific information without also 
obtaining appropriate professional advice after detailed 
examination of your particular situation. 

 

 


